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In this paper potential theory is developed for finitely additive Markov chains and thitl is used 
to obtain various characterization theorems for discrete time Markov chains with an arbitrary 
state space, with finitely additive stationary transition probabilities and a finitely ddditive initial 
distribution. 
ti”.“^:“:::::.‘i”.. 
finitely additive transition probabilities 
1. Intrduction 
Let I be an arbitrary nonempty set. Throughout, N will stand for the set of 
(strictly) positive integers. We equip H = I” with the product of discrete topologies. 
Let I* be the set of ali finite sequences of elements of I, including the empty 
sequence. 
For p, q d* and h E H, pq will stand for the element of I* whose terms consist 
of the terms of p followed by the terms of q, and ph will stand for the element of 
H whose terms consist of the terms of p followed by the terms of h. If . + c H, 
Ap = (h E H Iph E A }. If g is a real valued function on H and p E I*, we shall denote 
by g *p the function on H defined by g p(h) = g(ph) for all h E H. 
A strategy u is a function on I* into the set of all finitely additive probabilities 
defined on all subsets of I. If (r i!: a strategy and p E I*, the conditiona strateg?’ CT 
given p, denoted by a[?], is t1.c strategy defined by rr[p](q) = cr(pq ) for all q E I *. 
A stop rule s is a function on 17J imo N such that if s(h ) = n and h’ agrees with h 
through the first n coordinates, then ,s(h’) = n. An incomplete stop rule t is a function 
on H into N U{OO} such that if tlh) = n for some rz EN and 12’ agrees with h through 
the first n coordinates, ;hen t(W) = n. For any h E H and PZ EN, we shall denote by 
p,, (h ) the finit e sequence of the first tt coordinates of h. Ifs is a stop rule, ps (h ) = p,, (/I ) 
where s(h) = n. 
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Let % be the class of all functions on H into the real line which are continuous 
when the latter is endowed with the discrete topology. These functions admit a 
hierarchy indexed by ordinals. Using transfinite induction on the structure of such 
a function, Dubins and Savage [S] obtained corresponding to each strategy (7, a 
linear functional & on the bounded functions of % satisfying 
&(c ) = c if c is a constant, and (1.1) 
(1.2) 
where go is the finitely additive probability which CF associates with the empty 
sequence. (Unless otherwise mentioned, we shall be following the theory of integra- 
tion with respect to finitely additive measures given in Dunford and Schwartz [6]1. 
In fact & is defined by transfinitc induction using (1.1) and (1.2). A detailed 
presentation of the above can be found in [5]. 
The linear functional & gives rise to a finitely additive probability on the clopen 
sets in H defined by K +-+Cj( 1 K ). It has been shown in Dubins [4] that this measure 
can be naturally extended to a field containing the open sets. Later Purves and 
Sudderth [12] demonstrated that this measure admits an extension to a field that 
includes thie Bore1 u-field ,& (the g-field on H generated by open sets) such that 
under this extension every open set can be approximated from inside by a clopen 
set and every Bore1 set can be approximated from outside by an open set. It is 
convenient to denote this probability on 3, corresponding to the strategy CT, by C. 
The following properties of the measure n, which we shall need in the sequel, are 
proved in il2]. 
Let g be a bounded measurable function on I-f. Let s be any stop rule. Then for 
any strategy rr, 
[fidrr=[(I ~ip,(k)d~[p,(h)]} daW. 
Let {A”} be a sequence of sets and s a stop rule. Define ,A 
If {A”} is a nondecreasing sequence of sets in 3, then 
tr(A ) = SU~{U(,~‘): s a stop rule}, wtwre A = L_J A”. 
\ _- - 
(1.3, 
\ 1.3, 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
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Purves and Sudderth [ 11, 121 studied many results in conventional probability 
theory, like the strong law of large numbers for i.i.d. variables and the martingale 
convergence theorem in the above setup. Robert Chen [2] followed this up with a 
systematic study of almost sure convergence in the i.i.d. case and the martingale 
case. We shall have occasion to use the following theorems of Purves and Sudderth 
ml . 
Levy O-l law. Let CT be a strategy and A E 8. Then 
u{h la[p,(h)](Ap,,(h))_, l,(h)}= 1. 
Let CT be a strategy. Let { Y,r},Iao ,3e a sequence of realvalued functions on I-I 
such that Y. is a constant and for IZ 2 1, Y,, (h ) depends only on the first rz coordinates 
of 11. We can then write Y,, (h ) = Y,I (h 1, . . . , 11,). {Y,,), .-() is called a superrnmtirrgak 
w.r.t. (7 if 
J Yl d<ro s Y,,, 
I 
Y’,,+ I(il,. . . , ill, j) ddil, . . . , i,, )(j! s Y&, . . . , i,,) 
(1.7) 
for all 11 2 1 and all iI, . . . , i,, E I. 
If equality holds in the inequalities of ( 1.7), {Y,, 1,1 .(I is tailed a rrwrtir~~alr~ 
w.r.t. G. 
Supermartingale convergence theorem. (A) If { Y,*},, _.() is a rmiforrldy I~~II~I&I/ 
supermartingale with respect to a strategy CT, then 
~(h f Y,, (h ) converges} = 1. 
(ES) Let cr te a strategy and g a bounded, realvalued Bore1 wwasurable function. 
Define Y&l I = J g d u, Y,,(h)=Jr:op,l(h)drr[p,,(h)] for all h EH and n EN. Therl 
(Y,,), _mo is a bounded martingale with respect to CT, and herrce converges cr-almost 
sur&y. Mcircotw, if q5 = limsup,, Y,, then, for every r’ > 0, 
cr{h: Iqw~)-gyh)~>,)=o* 
J lim q,,‘,, dtr = lim I:, do-. r1 \ J 
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A strategy u is called a Maakou strategy if CT(I’ 1, . . . , i,) depends only on n and 
i,, for all n EN and il, . . . , i, E I. The Markov strategy is said to have stationary 
transition probabilities if ~(il, . . . , i,) depends only OG i, and not on n. Throughout, 
by a Markov strategy, we shall mean a Markov strategy with stationary transition 
probabilities. In case the initial distribution go of the Markov strategy is unimpor- 
tant, we shall sometimes denote the Markov strategy by (cr(i)}iEl. Otherwise we 
shall denote it by {q), {~(i)}i~~}. One of the most fundamental results for Markov 
strategies is the strong Markov property proved in [ 133. 
Strong Markov Property. Let (T be a Markov strategy. Suppose A E 3 arzd t is an 
incomplete stop rule such that 
(i) A c {t < w}. 
(ii) For some B E Xl, Apr(Cz ) = B for all 11 E (t < 00). 
(iii) For som~~ i E I, /I~,,, . = i for all Ct E {t <xi}. 
Thm 
dA ) = cr[i]C B )d{t < m}). m3) 
The main result in Section 2 is a Riesz decomposition for bounded nonnegative 
superharmonic functions. We use this theorem to obtain characterizations of recur- 
rence and transcience. In Section 3, we prove a structural decomposition theorem 
for the state space into almost closed sets and obtain potential theoretic characteri- 
zations of the structure of a Markov chain. We also include some remarks on the 
Feller boundary. 
Henceforth, unless otherwise mcxtioned, u will stand for a Markov strategy with 
stationary transitions and by a probability (measure) we shall mean a fiIiitsly additive 
probability (measure 1. 
2. Potentials 
If quality holds in ( 2.1) for all i E I then i’ is called a harmonic function. 
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Lemma 2.1. A bounded, nonnegative j’unction f on I is superharmonic if and only 
if for each i E I, the coordinate process ( Y ‘, ),, 2o induced by f, forms a supermartingale 
with respect to (H, 3, a[i]). 
Proof. If for each i E I, {Y i }n 3O forms a supermartingale, then 
I f(j) do(i)(j) = Y\ dg[i]s Yf, = f(i) for each i EI. 
Consequently, f is superharmonic. 
On the other hand, if f is superharmonic, then +or such i, 
I Y’1 da(i) = I f(j) dg(i)(j)s f(i) = Yi,. 
Also for each n E N and each finite sequence (il, . . . , i, ), 
I (YL+A,. . . ,i,,)du[i,il,. . .,i,]= I f(j)dcr(i,)(j) 
sf(i,A = Y&, . . . , i.,. 
Therefore, {Y :, },, -_() is a supermartingale. 
For the rest of the section, f will stand for a bounded, nonnegative superharmonic 
function. Let 4(/z ) = limsup,, f(h, ), h E H and let fl(i) = 5 4 d&l, i E I. 
Lemma 2.2. For all i E I, 0 < fl(i) s f(i) nml f 1 is a harmonic function. Further, if f 
is harmonic, fl = f. 
Proof. Clearly 4 is bounded and 4 op = 4 for all p E I*:. It therefore easily follows 
from (1.3) that f 1 is a harmonic function. Also, by the martingale convergence 
theorem (C) of Section 1, for each i E I, 
f&‘l=j4 dcr[i] \ = limsup 
J 
f (h, ) du[i](h 1, 
where the limsup is taken over the rules. Now observe that for each i E 1 and stop 
ru’re s, by ( 1.3 ), we have 
(2.2, 
For j E I such that s ( jh ) = 1 for some 11 E H (and hence all Cz E H), ~oJ; is the constant 
function equal to f (jL For ~EI such that s(jh)>l for all IEM, f~j(h,J=fCk,), 
whx-e s, is the stop rule defint-xl by s, (I? ) = s( jh ) - 1, h E H. 
iince f is superharmonic. it follows from (2.2) by an induction argument on the 
structure of stop rules (for *jn account of the hierarchy of stop rules, see [S]) that 
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for each i E I and stop rule s, 
J f(hs) dg[i](h) ~f(il. 
It also follows that equality holds everywhere if f is harmonic. Hence the result 
follows. 
Remark. The above lemma is a consequence of Theorem 2.12.2 of [S] but since 
the proof is short, we give it for completeness. 
Lemma 2.3. The function f is a potential L’f and only if f l(i) = 0 for all i E I. 
Proof. Suppose that f is a potential. By Lemma 2.2, f 1 is harmonic and 0 c f 1 s f. 
Consequently, by definition of a potential, fl(i) = 0 for all i E f, 
Conversely if f 1 (i) = 0 for all i E I and g is a harmonic function such that 
0 s g(ii sfli) for all i E I, then for each i, 
05 
J 
Iimsup g(12,,) du[i]s IimsupfV~,,~ d&I ==fN. 
n J ?1 
Since g is harmonic, by Lemma 2.2, J limsup,I g (h, ) dcr[i] = g(i L Therefore 0 c g {i ) s 
fiti) = 0. Consequently f is a potential. 
Theorem 2.4 (Riesz decomposition theorem). Let {a(i)}i E I he a Markoc stratcg!*. 
Let f be a bounded, nonnegative superharmonic function. Then f can be uniqueI! 
expressed as the mm of a nonnega the Itarrnonic frtnction f 1 and a potcrt tiaI f ?. Frrrtlwr. 
if 
eii)-f(i)-- f(jkitr(il(jl, iEf, 
J 
(e trill h4 called t/w o.mw ), the12 the potetUia1 f2 off is giwi by 
f2(i 1 = e(i I+ Ii m(rr[i])*(e(I~,)+ . - - +e(1i,U, iEI, (2.3) 
(The Dubins-Savage integral is an extension of the linear functional :; on the 
hounded functions of C: defined in Section 1. ‘I’hc cxtcnsion is obtained by induction 
using ( 1.1 1 and ( 1.2). whenever the right side of (1.2) makes scnsc, to a certair: 
subclass of functions of (‘ depending on U. For details SW [S] and [ 1 l].~ 
Proof. The function f, defined in Lemma 2.2 is a harmonic function and 0 sf‘l sf 
by Lemma 2.2. We shall show that 1’: = f -fl is a potential. For each i E I, 
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because, by the supermartingale convergence theorem (A), the three limsups are 
a[i]- a.e. equal to the limits. The right side of (2.4) equalsf,(i) -f*(i) = 0 by Lemma 
2.2. Therefore, by Lemma 2.3, fi is a potential. 
To prove uniqueness of the decomposition, let f = fi + fi where fi is nonnegative 
harmonic and fi a potential. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, 
fl(i)=Ilim/(h,,)d~[i]=Ilimf;(h.)d~[~]+ Ilimf;ch,*~d~[~]=fl(ii. 
t1 n t7 
Therefore fl = f; and hence f;, = f$. 
For the last part, it is enough to prove that for each stop rule s and each i E I, 
e(i)+(a[i])A(e(hlj-t l . l +e(h,jj=f(i)- 
I 
f(h,+l)do[i](h). (2.5) 
The required result would follow by taking limits on either side of the above 
expression over the net of stop rules and using the martingale convergence theorems 
(A) and (C) stated in Section 1. 
Observe now that, by the property (1.2) of the Dubins-Savage integral, for 
every stop rule s, 
eG)+(a[i])A(e(llll+ - . * +e(h,)) 
=e(i)+ [e(j)+((T[~])A(~g,)]da(i)!j), 
I 
(2.6) 
where g, is the function on H defined by gi = 0 if s(jh ) = 1 for all h E H, and 
g,Ql)=e(hl)+ . n l + e (h,, ) if s ($I ) > 1 for all h E H, where si is the stop ruhe defined 
by s,(K) 1 s(jh’)- 1 for all hk H. 
It is easy to prove (2.5) by an induction argument on the structure of stop rules, 
using (2.6). The proof of the theorem is now complete. 
Remark. Equation (2.5) is essentially contained in Theorem 2 of [ 161. 
Theorem 2.5. For a w&set E of I, the function fE defined h, 
f&)=rr[i](h: h,,EEforsome n EN} ifi&E, 
=l otherwise 
(2.7, 
is a superharmonic furrctiorl with values between 0 and 1. The harmouic com.ponerzt 
fiTI of its R iesz decompc,sition id equJ to the probability of visiting E infinitely often, 
i.e. 
f[.:(i 1 = cr[i]{h : Cl,, c- EjGr infinitely many n) for all i E I. (2.8, 
(2.9) 
= 0 otherwise. 
Proof. First note thal, for each i E I, 
cr[i]c(h : It,, E E for at least one n EN}) = 
J- 
f&i dcM(j). (2SOj 
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This follows by applying (1.3) to the indicator function of the event on the left side 
for the stop rule s = 1. It immediately follows from (2.10) that fE is superharmonic. 
Also, (2.9) is an easy consequence of (2.10). To prove (2.8), first observe that by 
Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.4, 
fdi) = 1 limfdz,d d&l for each i E I. n 
Therefore by Theorem (C) of Section 1, 
‘I d(T[i] = lim rr[i]{h : h,, E E for some tz >s(lz )} 
s 
= a[i]{h : h,, E E for infinitely many n). 
The second equality above follows from (1.3) applied to the event on the right side 
for the stop rule s. The final equality follows by using (1 .S). This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Definition. A subset E of I is called trarzsierzt if 
cr[i]{h : h,, E E for infinitely many II} = 0 for all i E I. 
Remark. A state i E I is defined (see [ 131) to be transient if 
cr[i](cz : II,, = i at least once} < 1 
and recurrent if this probability is one. It has been proved in [13] that i E I is 
recurrent if and only if 
u[i]{A : II, -= J for infinitely many ir } = 1. 
Also i E I is transient if and only if 
u[i]{/t : It,, = i for infinitely many rr } = 0. 
Further, this is equivalent to 
fT[ j]{/l : h,, -= i for infinitely many II } -= 0 for all j E 1. 
C’onscqucntly i is transient if and only if {i) is transient. 
Proof. If I: is a potential, by Lemma 2.3, we have 
J lirnsup ,q (II,: 1 &r[ i ]( It 1 = 0 for each i E I. ,I 
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On {h : h, E E for infinitely many n}, limsup, g(h,) 2 1. Therefore, it follows that 
a[i]{h : h, E E for infinitely many n) = 0 for i E I, 
i.e. E is transient. 
If E is transient, the harmonic component of fE is zero by Theorem 2.5. Con - 
sequently fE is a potential. Further, by definition, fE is equal to one on E. ThiL 
proves the corollary. 
Notation. If E = {i], we shall denote fiij by f;: and eil) by ei. For i E I, 
G, = {h : h,, = i for infinitely many n}. 
Corollary 2.7. For each i E I, the superharmonic function fi is either a potential or a 
harmonic function. In the first case i is transient and in the second i is recurrent. 
Proof. If fi is not a potential, the harmonic part of its Riesz decomposition is 
Ionzero, therefore by (2.8), o[j](Gi) > 0 for some j E I. By the Levy O-l law applied 
to Gi and ~[j], 
a[ j]{h : a[h”](Gi) + 1 G,) = 1. 
Since a[ j](G,) > 0, there exists h E Gi for which lim, m[h,,](Gi) = 1. However, since 
tz E Gi, this limit has to be u[i](Gi). Hence by the remark made before Corollary 
2.6, i is recurrent. By (2.9), ei = 0, i.e. fi is harmonic. To complete the proof, we 
only need to observe that if f; is a potential then a[i](G,) = 0 by (2.81, hence by 
the remark before Corollary 2.6, i is transient. 
Definition. For i, j E I, i is said to weakly communicate with j in case 
a[i]{lt : h,, =I Cor some n) > 0 and a[ j]{h : h,, = i for some tz) > 0. 
We shall say that I is a recurrenF class if i weakly communicates with j for all i, 
j E I and each i is recurrent. Similarly, we say that I is a transient class if e: ch i E I 
is transient and i and j weakly communicate for all i, j E 1. The next theorem 
characterizes recurrent classes in terns of superharmonic func iions. 
Theorem 2.8. Let {a(&, fv a Markov strategy. Then I is a recuccnt class if and 
on/y if the only bounded superharmonic functions are constants. 
Proof. Suppose every bounded sugerharmonic function is a constant. In this case, 
for each i E I, f;: is a constant, consequently harmonic, and therefore by corollary 
2.7, i is recurrent. Also, since f;(i) = 1, h is identically 1 for each i. It follows from 
(2.7) that I is a recurrent clays. 
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Suppose now that I is a recurrent class. Let f be a bounded superharmonic 
function. If i, j E I, c[i](Gi) = 1 and c[i]\Gi), which is equal to fi(i) by Theorem 
2.5, is positive. Therefore a[i](Gi n Gj) > 0. By the supermartingale convergence 
theorem (A), f(hn) converges on a set of cr[i]-measure one. Therefore there exists 
CZ E Gi n Gj such that f(h,) converges. This limit then has to be equal to f(i) as well 
as f(j). Consequently, f(i) =f( j), i.e. f is a constant and the theorem is proved. 
3. Almost closed sets 
For i E l, I, shall denote the incomplete stop rule defined by 
,,(Iz)=n iftz&iforlskkn--land/z,+, 
= 20 if no such n exists. 
We shall call fI the time of first occurrence of i. 
Condition it*). A Markov strategy CT is said to satisfy condition (*j if for each i E I, 
u{[, < m} > 0 where t, is the time of first occurrence of i. 
This reasonable condition will be imposed on the Markov strategy for many of 
our results which follow. We shall denote by 9 the shift invariant c-field on H, 
namely the collection of sets A E .S’ such that h E A if and only if p/z E A for all p E I*. 
Let .i‘ = {A E 4: u(A ,I = 0). Clearly . \’ is an ideal and is called the ideal of CT- null 
5ets in ,K 
Lemma 3.1. If the Markoc strategy u satisfies conditiorl (9, thctt for ecery A E 4, 
crt A ) = 0 if and only if tr[i](A ) = 0 for ecery i E I. 
Proof. The ‘if part’, because of ( 1.31, is clearly true for any strategy. Further for 
each&I, 
by the strong Markov property (1.8). If CT(A) = 0 and the condition (*I holds, the 
&ove inequality implies that tr[i](A I = 0 for all i E 1. Hence the lemma is proved. 
Proof. WC may applv i 1.6,) to the sequence {A,,) for elcry F >(I because of Lemma 
Xl. I‘hcrefore WC get tr{I J,, A,, I c-: F for cc’erv c ) 0, i.e. cr(IJ,, A,, ) = 0. 
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Remark. Although under condition (*), . V’ is a c-ideal, the measure 
not be countably additive. 
CF on 9 need 
EXampIe 3.3. Let 1 = N X N. Let {p,,,}, m, n E N, be positive real numbers such 
that 0 <P = Cm.” P,~.,, < 1. Let y be a probability on I such that y(E,) = 0, where 
E, = {(m, n): n EN}. Define the strategy u by 
go= c Prn.n~~m.rl,+(l -WY, 
m,n 
where Stm,n) is the point mass at (m, n), and define (~(nz, n) = Stm,nt I) for m, n EN. 
In the above example, it is easy to see that G satisfies condition (*) because of 
the choice of GO. Also if A,, = {h : h, E Em for infinitely many n}, then a(A, ) = C,, pm,” 
for each m 2 1. However, 
g UAm 
( ) 
=l>CCyrn.rt ~C~(Arn)- 
m m n m 
Notation. For a subset E of 1. 
and 
{E Co.} = {h : h, E E for infinitely many rz} 
Let 
{E eventually} = {h : for some no E N, h, E E for all II 2 no}. 
and 
%’ = (E: E c_ I and a{E Lo.} = a{E eventually}}, 
9 -= (E: E E ‘6’ and a{E i.o.} = 0). 
Definition. A subset E E % -Y is called almost closed. 
Remark. If the Markov strategy satisfies condition (*J, by Lemma 3.1, ;/7 is the 
collectibn of transient sets defined in Section 2. 
Lemmy 3.4. The collection +C is a field of subsets of I and the collectiorz ./- is arz 
ideal of subsets of I. 
The assertions in the lemrn~ &Ire easy consequences of definitions, hence the 
proof is omitted. 
Definition. A set /I E 4 will be called a u-atom of 4 in case C- (A 1 T3, (1 and, for 
every B E I, B c_A implies that either cr(B ) = 0 or cr(B I-1 a(A 1. 
For A. B ~9, we shall say that A -B just in case rr(/l A B) = 0, i.e. A ;1, B E. 1’. 
It is easy tcj see that if A is a CP atom of 9 and A - B, then B is also a ~atom 
of 9. 
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Define the mapping 4 on 9 into subsets of I by 
&A)={~EI: a[i](A)>$}, A ~9. (3.1) 
Lemma 3.5. For A E 9, A -{[(A) Co.} - {&A) eventually ). Consequently 4 is a map 
Oli 4) into VZ. 
Proof. By the Levy 0-l law, for any A E 9, a{h : a[h,J(A) -+ I&z )} = 1. Let B 
denote this se:t of convergence. Then we clearly have A n B = {[(A ) i.o.} n B = {[(A ) 
eventually) n W. Hence the lemma follows. 
Definition. An almost closed set is called an atomic almost closed set just in case 
it does not contain two disjoint almost closed sets. 
An almost closed set is called completely nonatomic just in case it does not 
contain any atomic almost closed set. 
Lemma 3.6. If A G 9 is a v-atom of 9, then &A) is an atomic almost closed set. 
Also if E is art atomic almost closed set then (E i.o.) is a u-atom of 9. .’ 
Proof. If A E 9 is a (r-atom of 9, by Lemma 3.5, ($4) is an almost closed set and 
further {[(A ) Lo.} is a u-atom of 9. Therefore, if El and E2 are disjoint subsets 
of [(A), then a(El i.o.} and a(Ez i.o.} cannot both be positive and hence E,, E2 
cannot both be almost closed. Therefore &A) is an atomic almost closed set. 
For the other pant, suppose (E i.o.) is not a u-atom of 3;. Then E being almost 
closed, {E eventually} is not a V- atom of 9. So there exist a4, B E 9 such that 
A * R = 13,/\, B c_ {E eventually} and u(A) > 0, u(B) > 0. It is now easy to see that 
&A ) o E and ((B f n E are disjoint almost closed sets of E Therefore E cannot 
be atomic, a contradiction. Hence the result follows. 
The next theorem gives a decomposition of the state space into almost closed sets. 
Theorem 3.7. Let CT be a Markov strategy ori I. Then there e_w’sts (1 sequeru {E,,},, -0 
Proof. Let i;c = {A E 9: A is a CP atom of 9). It is easy to see th<it here can only 
1~ countably manv equivalence classes of 5’ under ’ - ’ defined befor<. Let [A,,},, _-I d 
hc a disjoint sequence in 9 with the property that the sequence contains one and 
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only one representative from each equivalence <lass of 9 and if a set in the sequence 
is not a representative for any equivalence cl 4s~ of 9, it is empty. 
Now consider the disjoint sequence ([(A,,?nsl of subsets of I. Tf U(C): 1 -#An) 
eventually}) = 1, then the sequence defined by E. = 8, E,, = lJAn), n 2 1, satisfies 
(i), (ii) and (iii) because of Lemma 3.6. 
Suppose B = uTzl {((An) eventually] has u-measure less then one. Let EO = 
5@“), & = CM,) nCSP’)I’, n a 1. We claim that {E,},,. satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). 
Clearly {E n } nao is a disjoint sequence of subsets of I and, for all n ->, 1, 
{E, eventually} = {[(A,, j eventually} n {[&B’)]’ eventually} 
- {((An) eventually) n B = {&An) eventually} - A,,. 
Therefore, for each 12 2 1, E, is an atomic almost closed set provided A,, was a 
o-atom of 9. Further by lemma 3.6, E. cannot contain an atomic almost closed 
set, because for any o-atom of 9, there is a member of (A,,},, -l equivalent to it, 
Hence EC1 has to be completely nonatomic. 
Now observe that 
a G {E, eventually}’ 
n =0 J) 
= u( B A {Ez eventually} (7 [ fi (E,, eventual1 y}]) 
n =0 
(since B -{Ey) eventually}) 
= a(B n {EF) eventually)) 
(because the two sets under consideration are the same) 
= a(B). 
Further 
5 (E,l eventually} I) = CT{& evelMually} = o(B'). n -0 
Consequently (iii) holds. 
To prove uniqueness up to transient sets, suppo ;e (E,},, -rl) and {EL),, zo ar(: two 
decompositions satisfying :i), ,ii) ard (iii). If for n 2~ 1, E, is nonempty, by Lemma 
3.6, {E, i.o.} is a g-atom of 9 and so by (i), (ir) and (iii) and Lemma 3.6, &here 
exists tz’~ N such that {E, i.o.} - {Ekp i.o.}. Thercforc= cr{(E,i~E~~) i-o.} =I 0. In vievc 
of Lemma 3.1, this implie > that E,,AEilt is transient. By Leqlma 3.2, we then have- 
5 {E, i.o.} - G {EL Lo.}. 
n = 1 n-l 
Hence, by (iii) and Lemma 3.4 
{E,, i.o.}-[Uz__,{E,, i.o.}]‘-[U:,..,{E’,, i.o.)]‘-{E;, i.o.). 
Consequently Ec,AEj, is transient and the theorem is complekly proved. 
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Remark. In the countably additive case, the almost closed sets in the above 
decomposition could be SO chosen that states in any n>nempty set in the decomposi- 
tion are either all recurrent or all transient [l]. Such a decomposition is not possible 
in general as shown by the example below. 
Example 3.8. Let I = IV, fig = S1, the point mass at 1, (~(1) = y, a diffuse measure 
and&z)=&, n 2 2. Here 1 is the only recurrent state but a(1 eventually] = 0. 
The next theore:m will be used subsequently to obtain a characterization of simply 
atomic Markov chiains (to be defined later). 
Let 8 be the slet of all bounded harmonic functions. Clearly X equipped with 
the supremum norm is a Banach space. Let L”(If, 9, a) be the space of invariant 
functions with essential supremum norm. 
Theorem 3.9. Let cr be a Markov strategy. Let f be a bounded invariant function (a 
bounded .%measurabk function ). Then the function g defined b? 
j:(i) -= f’drr[i], MEL 
I 
(3.2) 
is a bounded harmonic function. Conversely, if g is a bounded harmonic funcrion, 
there exists a bounded invariant function f such that (3.2) holds. If matisfies condition 
(’ ), then f ++g, where corresponding to f , g is defined by (3.2,, is a linear isometric 
isonrorphisrn on L Xl N, 9, u 1 and the Banach space Zof bounded harmonic functions. 
Proof. If / is bounded invariant, by (1.31, g is bounded harmonic (we have already 
ohservcd this fact while proving Lemma 2.2). For the converse, set f(h) = 
Iimsup,, glh,). Clearly f is bounded invariant and satisfies (3.2) by an argument as 
in proof of Lemma 2.2. 
Suppose now u satisfies condition (*I. The map f -,g on L”(H, 9, a) into % 
defined in the statement of the theorem is clearly linear and is onto by the second 
part of the theorem. We only need to check chat it preserves norms. By Lemma 
3.2, ~{/f\ >!if’llX) = 0. Therefore, by Lemma 3.1, v[i]{lfl >ilfllx) = 0 for each i E I. _ 
Consequently 
which implies that 
l/g ii -: sup (K ii )I 5 I/f’(j *-. I. 
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Therefore, t~{h : Ig(h,)) -+ If(h = 1. Clearly, on this set of convergence, ]fl(h ) s /igIl. 
Therefore llflloo c /g 11. I-i ence the proof of the theorem is completed. 
Definition. A Markov chain will be called simply atomic in case, in the above 
decomposition, we get only one nonempty set, and which is an atomic almost closed 
set. 
The next theorem is a characterization of simply atomic chains. 
Theorem 3.10. Let u be a Markov strategy. If the only bounded harmonic functions 
are constants, then the Markov chain is simply atomic. If cT is also assumed to satisfy 
condition (*), then, if the Markov chain is simply atomic, all bounded harmonic 
functions are constants. 
Proof. For A E 4, the function g(i) = a[i](A), i E I, is a bounded harmonic function 
because of Theorem 3.9. Also by the Levy O-l law, a(h : a[h,](A) -j lA} = 1. 
Therefore if all bounded harmonic functions are constants, either a[i](A ) = 1 for 
ail i ~1 or a[i](A) = 0 for all i E I. In the first case g(A) = 1 and in the second 
CT(A) = 0. Therefore the chain is simply atomic. 
Conversely, if the chain is simply atomic and u satisfies condition (*), then by 
the definition and Lemma 3.1, for A E 9, either &](A) = 0 for all i E I or cr[i](A ) = 
1 for all i E I. So if f = 1 A, then the function g on I defined by (3.2) is a constant. 
Consequently, by routine arguments, if f is a bounded invariant function then the 
function g defined by (3.2) is a constant. The proof is complete in view of 
Theorem 3.9. 
Corollary 3.11. If I is a recurrent class under the Markov strategy G, then the Markov 
chain is simply atomic. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorems 2.8 and 3.10. 
Remark. The above corollary is also t:sser tially Theorem 1, Section 11, of [ 131. 
We conclude with some remarks on the Feller boundary. 
Definition. Let u be a Markov st:ategy. The Feller boundary of I undsr u is a 
compact Hausdorff space n/l for Nhich there exists an isometric isomorphism 
between the Banach space Z and %(,21), space of continuous functions on M 
equipped with the supremum norm. (Such an M is unique up to homeomorphism.) 
Proposition 3.12. Let CT be a Markoz strategy satisfying condition (“). Then the 
Stone space of the Boolean algebra 9/X is t!w Feller boundary of G. Consequtwtl~ 
tlw Feller boundar!’ is a compact Haw~dorff extremally disconnected space. 
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Proof. Let M be the Stone space of the Boolean algebra $/.X By routine arguments 
one can check that there is an isometric isomorphism between L’“(H, Ca, a) and 
s(M). In fact, the map sending the equivalence class [ lA], A E sl to the indicator 
function of the image of [A] under a Boolean algebra isomorphism of 9/N and 
M, extends, by linearity and continuity, to an isometric isomorphism. Therefore 
by Theorem 3.9, we get an isometric isomorphism of X and Z(M) which proves 
the first part of the theorem. 
For the second part, note that since by Lemma 3.2, .,t’ is a g-ideal, $/..V is a 
Boolean (r-algebra. Further it satisfies the countable chain condition (because for 
any finitely additive probability, at most countably many disjoint sets can have 
positive probability). Therefore $/.A’ is a complete Boolean algebra. Hence its 
Stone space M is a compact Hausdorff extremally disconnected space. This com- 
pletes the proof of the theorem. (The results from Boolean algebra can be found 
in [Ml). 
Remark. In case each of the measures ~[i], happens to be countably additive on 
.a, the Feller boundary 121 will be ‘hyperstonian’ as observed by Feldman [7]. 
Therefore the Feller boundary in the countably additive case is always hyperstonian. 
As in Feller [S], we can topologize I u M so that I uiW is a Hausdorff space 
with I as a dense set and such that every bounded harmonic function on I admits 
a unique extension to I uM. 
Proof. Let A, R E 4 such that A -B. If C1 denotes {/I : (+[/I,, ](A I-+ lA) and C.2 
denotes {/I : a[h,,](R) -+ lH} (by the Levy O-1 law tr(C1) = u(G) = l), then clearly 
bW U&B )) i.o.} c C;’ u C’, u (,~A.B ). (7.3) 
Therefore ((A U&f? k.K 
The map defined on .Y/_ \’ into 6,‘Y is onto because if E E ‘f, and A = {E i.o.1, then 
{(EL&A j) i.o.} c CL, where C’ =I {II : u[ II,, ](A ) -+ 1 /,}r 13.4) 
and consequently E.l&A ) 6: 3. 
By using relations similar to CM) and G.3) it is easy to cheek that c is a B~k~n 
algebra isomorphism. 
This follows immediately from Proposition 3.12 and Lemma 3.13. 
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